
GC series
CROWN CURVED-TOOTH COUPLINGS

GA series
TORSIONALLY FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS



GA Series  
Torsionally flexible couplings
Torque range: 10–2400 N.m

 Features
 » The structure of small size, light weight, high 

torque transmission, can effectively improve 
the operation quality and stability of machin-
ery;

 » Can make the transmission of vibration to be 
buffered, and absorption caused by uneven 
running power impact;

 » Elastomer wear-resistant, oil resistance, 
ozone resistance, aging resistance, elastic 
body only by the pressure, can withstand 
greater load; maximum torsion angle can 
reach 5°;

 » Can be installed in horizontal or vertical posi-
tion.

GC Series  
Crown curved-tooth couplings
Torque range: 1300–244000 N.m

 » Finest curved teeth and superior quality mate-
rial ensures remarkably reliable operation;

 » High output torque, automatic rectifying 
strength;

 » Stable operation; no vibration while fast run-
ning;

 » Max. permissible angle deviation 1.5°;
 » High corrosion resistance;
 » Can be installed in horizontal or vertical position. 

Application industries
 » Modular, high standardization, components of few specifications and models.
 » Wide power, torque, speed ratio covering range.
 » The products are widely applied in electricity, coal, cement, metallurgy, harbor, agriculture, shipping, 

lifting, environment protection, stage, logistic, weaving, paper making, light industry, plastics and  
others.





Note: 
you must conform to the following instructions!

 » The structure scheme, appearance diagram and other attached diagrams in sample are examples, 
there is no strict proportion requirement (The unmarked dimension units are mm)

 » The marked weight is average value, it has no constraint force

 » To prevent accidents, all the rotation parts are added with protective covers according to the safety 
regulations of the nation and region

 » Before debugging, you shoutd carefully read instruction book

 » Gear unit is on running-permission status when delivered, you should add lubrication oil before put-
ting it into running

 » The marked oil quantity in sample is only reference value, actual oil filling quantity should be the 
same with the mark on oil dipstick

 » Lubrication oil viscosity should be selected according to working situation and application environ-
ment temperature of gear units

 » You can only apply lubrication oil of internationally famous brand

Product function mark
     Oil dipstick

     Breather

     Oil filler

     Oil drain



1 Sectional drawings

2 Type designation

3 GA Torsionally flexible jaw-type couplings

4 GC Curved-tooth gear couplings

5 Shaft end central hole

6 Dimension of parallel key and keyway
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000 multi purpose extreme pressure
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semi-fluid lithium grease should be used for the coupling, accessory code is V00.
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13 Shaft end central hole 
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14 Dimension of parallel key and keyway
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Local dealer

TGE Transmission s.r.o.
9. května 209, 
268 01 Hořovice

Technical office Plzeň
Teslova 7b, 
301 00 Plzeň
info@tge-transmission.com | www.tge-transmission.com


